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S O L U T I O N  S N A P S H O T

Within our trial period of Objective Trapeze, we managed 
to eliminate our three-week backlog in issuing building 

warrant decisions.
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Eradicating a building approval backlog with batch stamping

THE CHALLENGE 

Renfrewshire Council receives over 

1,400 building applications every year. 

Due to manual processes, the Council 

faced a significant backlog issuing 

building warrant approvals.  

This was the source of many enquiries 

and customer complaints.

Focused on a programme of 

transformational change, Renfrewshire 

Council wanted to upgrade their 

systems in order to work smarter and 

achieve greater levels of automation. 

THE SOLUTION

The Building Standards team selected 

Objective Trapeze to drive more 

efficiencies when issuing building 

warrant decisions. One of the primary 

drivers for Objective Trapeze adoption 

was the batch stamping facility. 

Customisable stamps automatically 

find whitespace on every page of an 

application to mark them as approved 

or refused. 

Objective Trapeze is used in conjunction 

with other software systems – both the 

Council’s case management system 

and document management system – 

making it part of a complete solution. 

THE OUTCOME

• Backlog removal –  

Objective Trapeze’s smart stamping 

function reduced the time required 

to stamp drawings, especially for 

larger applications.

• Unquestionable accuracy –  

The team no longer need to worry 

about missing a plan or stamping 

the wrong plan as the software has 

them covered.

• Enhanced public service – 

Officers can have approvals 

completed within minutes, meaning 

customers receive their consents 

faster and experience greater 

service satisfaction. 

Looking for a solution to help tackle an excess of applications, Renfrewshire Council turned to technology to 
ensure accuracy and speed, freeing up officer time and offering a better service to the public.
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